
L.E.M 
arriere-garde theater company presents: 

Turn over, Chaikovsky!!! 
"The Swan Lake II or The double-headed swan" 

by Svetlana Petrova and Petr Petrov 
 

                                                                                                                              « Man is bipeds being without feathers » 
                                                                                                                                                                                   Plato 
 
The swan is a bipeds being in feathers, to wit: 

-birds 
-ballerinas 
-angels (exept fallen ones) 
-Red Indians 

and others answering that definition. The following beings are not swans: stagehands, spiders, politicians, 
icons,etc. 
The " Double-headed swan " is the first attempt of post-arrieregard art, an attempt to alter the genetic code 
of the civilization. In contrast to the avant-garde art which is directed to the future, the arriere-gаrde art is 
curried to the past and to conscious remaking of the past. 
The avant-garde creates new potentialities; the arriere-gard exhausts them. And when all possible 
potentialities will be exhausted, then the past and the future will chanqe their places and the Gold Age will 
come again. 
But the post-arriere-gard goes even further: its aim is to make the mankind to live in the times before the 
Fall, when the lion was lying with the iamb. Such an incest, Russia being polluted with nuclear waist, acid 
rains and nitrates, makes us seek the freedom through mutation. Then this country renewed will have not 
the double -headed eagle but the double-headend swan for her national emblem. The hopeless situation in 
Russia makes every project senseless; so the need in retro-jects arises. No reconstruction can be performed 
in reality now; at first we must came back again and again and to correct the genetic code of the 
civilisation. 
A project is turned to the future and so carries on the nightmare of civilisation; the retroject is a circle, a 
beautiful and everlasting fouette with a background of the endless Swan Lake. 

The " Double-headed swan " is a performance that represents two of numberless circles of Russian 
retroject reincarnating Russian culture. The play uses post-arriergarde art method - mutation and incest 
of genres: classical ballet, fashion défile, bodybuilding. 

The freedom by means of mutation, 
The true democracy by means of the double-headedness! 


